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Assessing the Impact of Urban Transformations on 
Exposure to Air Pollutants in the City of Bogota:  

Cable-car Implementation and Renewal of the BRT 
System Fleet 

Daniela Mendez Molano 

Abstract 

Assessing personal exposure to air pollutants in large cities has gained notoriety and relevance. 

Commuters are often exposed to a higher concentration than those reported by central 

monitoring sites. Urban development and the built environment can have substantial effects 

on personal exposure. In 2019 in the city of Bogota, a new bus fleet of the Bus Rapid System 

(BRT) replaced 1441 18 year-old buses. That same year the city's first cable car was 

inaugurated, TransMiCable located in the locality of Ciudad Bolívar. The two systems are 

connected, as the single service line of TransmiCable, 3.43 km in length and four (4) stations, 

is connected to the city's BRT system. In this work, we quantified the impacts on personal 

exposure to air pollutants attributable to those two urban transformations, and we established 

a hierarchy of variables that control that exposure. During the development of the project, 98 

personal exposure measurement sessions spanning 540 hours of fieldwork were carried out at 

the BRT system buses and stations. The measurements were performed before and after the 

interventions.  A 70% decrease was observed in the concentrations where a reduction from 

176 to 34-µg m-3, from 90 to 17-µg m-3, and from 4.8 to 2.1 ppm of PM2.5, eBC, and CO 

respectively was evidenced after the process of fleet renewal. Regarding cable car results we 

observed that exposure in the conventional modes of transport are similar, nevertheless PM2.5 

and eBC in cable car mode is significantly less than other modes. It is even less than 

background concentrations and 30 -µg m-3 less than feeder BRT to PM2.5 and 12 -µg m-3 less 

to eBC. The most relevant variables determining the exposure are the microenvironment, the 

spatial location (System lines), and the mileage of the vehicles. Commuters were exposed to 

higher concentrations inside the stations and buses and in the central and southern areas of 

the city and even more if they were inside vehicles with more than 682 x103 vehicle kilometers 

traveled. Additionally, the simulated daily inhaled doses change significantly when the model 

distributions include cable mode and fleet renewal. There are positive changes in implementing 

these urban interventions that can be used as input for decision-makers regarding the 

construction of policies that are aimed at improving the quality of life-related to air pollution 

of city commuters.  

Glossary 
Modal share: Travel with two or more transport modes 

Microenvironment: Location where measurements are made and is considered homogeneous 

with respect to concentrations of the target pollutants over the averaging time 

eBC: equivalent Black Carbon (Black Carbon concentration measured through optical 

methods) 

CO: Carbon Monoxide 

PM2.5: Particular Matter with aerodynamic diameters smaller than 2.5 µm  

UFP: Ultra Fine Particles (particles smaller than 0.1 µm) 

RMCAB: Air Quality Monitoring Network of Bogota 
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BRT: Bus Rapid Transit 

TrUST: Project of Salurbal Institution; Urban Transformations and Health: The case of 

TransMiCable in Bogota 

1 Introduction 

Studies around the world have shown that the exposure concentration of fine aerosol particles 

PM2.5, Black Carbon (BC), the number of ultra-fine particles (UFP), carbon monoxide (CO), 

among others, is usually higher within transport microenvironments compared to ambient 

concentrations (Adams et al., 2001, 2002; Goel et al., 2015; Rivas et al., 2017). 

In Asia, personal exposure of commuters has been evaluated in several cities. In Delhi, for 

example, the mean ambient air PM2.5 concentration was 150 μg m-3 from 2012 to 2014, which 

represents 15 times the annual average established by the World Health Organization (WHO). 

Even so, within transit microenvironments Goel et al. found a mean of 233 μg m-3 (Goel et al., 

2015). In other cities such as Taipei and Singapore, the potential inhaled dose of PM2.5, Black 

Carbon Equivalent (eBC), Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH), UFP, and CO were 

calculated. Higher exposure to pollutants than concentrations of the urban background was 

found and estimated at 28 μg m-3 inside the buses and 22 μg m-3 outdoors mean (Liu et al., 

2015; Tan et al., 2017). 

Despite the stricter emissions regulation framework in European and American cities, the 

conclusions related to personal exposure are similar to what was observed in cities in Southeast 

Asia and other cities in emerging economies. In London, for example, several studies have 

been carried out since 2001. They have shown that greater exposure is found inside the 

transport cabins, it can occur due to multiple variables still under study. Some of these 

controlling variables are traffic density, road type, the effect of meteorology (wind speed), 

environmental concentrations, and proximity to polluting sources (Adams et al., 2001, 2002; 

Rivas et al., 2017). As in London, research in other cities in Europe and the United States has 

addressed on establishing possible associations between the different variables existing in 

microenvironments (de Nazelle et al., 2012; Dennekamp et al., 2002; Gulliver & Briggs, 2004; 

Levy et al., 2002; Molle et al., 2013).  

It is important to highlight that the environmental conditions in different developed cities are 

more favorable than in developing cities, where the concentrations can exceed the permissible 

limits by WHO recommended levels. In Trujillo, Peru, bus drivers had the highest exposure 

to PM2.5 (161 ± 8.9 μg m-3) while service station employees (64 ± 26.5 μg m-3) and office 

workers (65 ± 8.5 μg m-3) had the lowest exposures. In Bogota, analyses were made to 

estimate the traveler exposure in the different transport microenvironments including the Bus 

Rapid Transport System (BRT) to PM2.5, eBC, and Np (Concentration in number of particles) 

(Morales Betancourt et al., 2017). It was found that the exposure concentration to PM2.5 and 

eBC could be up to 6 times higher in BRT compared to pedestrians or cyclists. The exposure 

of regular bus users (SITP) was second highest after those of BRT system users. Further 

studies have established an association between the emission standard of the BRT buses and 

the in-cabin exposure levels (Morales Betancourt et al., 2019), showing almost twice as large 

exposure concentrations in buses with an EURO II or III emission standard compared to those 

with EURO IV or V emission standard. Such association between emission standard and in-
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cabin exposure suggested that a fleet renewal process could generate substantial decreases in 

personal exposure. 

In 2019 in Bogota, a new bus fleet replaced the oldest fraction of the BRT fleet. That same 

year, the city's first cable car was inaugurated, TransMiCable located in the locality of Ciudad 

Bolívar. The two systems are connected, as the single service line of TransMiCable, 3.43 km 

in length and four (4) stations, is connected to the city's BRT system. The cable car has been 

used as a transport alternative for the local mobility of different commuters. A large number 

of cities in Latin America have implemented more frequently cable cars since 2004 (Sarmiento 

et al., 2020). In Colombia, Medellin integrated the public transport system with a cable car 

that covered several areas that are difficult to access. The cable car technology being electric 

is an environmentally friendly option.  

The cable car reduces the emission of polluting agents, the need for land acquisition, and the 

involuntary resettlement of the population (Gonz & Ram, 2015). This in turn allows travelers 

not to be exposed to high levels of pollution compared to other modes. An example of this is 

evidenced in the study carried out by (Andersen et al., 2019) in the Zealand region. In which 

diesel train passenger cars compared to electric trains were 35 times higher for ultrafine 

particles, 6 times higher black carbon, and 2 times higher PM2.5. 

Therefore, in this study we aim to quantify, through direct measurements of air pollution 

exposure, the magnitude of any potential change in personal exposure associated with these 

two examples of urban interventions: the BRT system fleet renewal made in Bogota in 2019 

and the cable car implementation in 2018. Furthermore, the study seeks to determine the 

factors that control personal exposure and the potential inhaled dose. The analysis is based on 

conditions observed from field data and information from other studies. The conditions studied 

are the age of the  vehicle, the microenvironment type, the line of the system among others. 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Study area and data collection 
 

Personal exposure to atmospheric pollutants was measured in the buses and stations of the 

Bogota BRT system, Transmilenio (Figure 1a), and in several transportation modes and near-

road environments at the cable car urban intervention zone, Ciudad Bolívar (Figure 1b) in 

south of the city. Overall, exposure to air pollutants was measured in seven microenvironments 

types or transportation modes, namely stations and buses of the BRT system, on the BRT-

feeder bus line, on a regular bus serving each area, on a semi-formal public transport vehicle, 

pedestrian mode, and cable car system TransMiCable. 
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Figure 1. BRT Transmilenio and Cable Car study area 

 
BRT Transmilenio and Cable Car study area. (a.) The different lines of the system. Central Caracas Street (A), 

North Highway (B), Suba Avenue (C), 80th  Street (D), Central NQS Avenue (E), Las Americas Avenue (F), South 

NQS Avenue (G),South Caracas Street (H), Eje Ambiental Street (J), 26th Avenue (K), 10th  Street (L) and 7th  

Street (M). (b.) Urban intervention area, City of Ciudad Bolívar. The route made by the feeder is shown in green, 

the TransMicable route in red, the SITP route in blue and the informal vehicle in orange. 

 

The BRT system is made up of 11 lines in operation that cover 112.9 km, 134 stations, and 

9 terminal stations. These lines cover the main roads of the city (Figure 1) and are labeled as 

lines Central Caracas street (A), North Highway (B), Suba Avenue (C), 80th street (D), 

Central NQS Avenue (E), Las Americas Avenue (F ), South NQS Avenue (G), South Caracas 

Street (H), Eje Ambiental Street (J), El Dorado Avenue (K), 10th Street (L) and 7th Street 

(M). Ridership in the system is 2.4 million trips a day (Secretaría de Movilidad, 2019). 

The cable car has 163 cabins and runs around 3.43 kilometers, it was designed to mobilize 

more than 21,000 people per day, who normally spent up to 1 hour on their initial journey 

(from their home to the BRT terminal station). It has 3 stations, and in a cabin can transport 

up to 10 passengers. 

The measurements were carried out through three field campaigns (Table 1). During the first 

campaign, we assessed 45 BRT feeders, 26 regular buses, and 20 semi-formal vehicles in the 

intervention and control areas. During the second campaign, we boarded 260 BRT buses, of 

these, 163 were the old fleet and 97 were new buses that entered through the renovation 

process. In the third campaign, we assessed 33 BRT feeders, 24 regular buses, 18 semi-formal 

vehicles, and 16 cable cars. 

 

 

 

 (a.) (b.) 
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Table 1. Field Campaigns in the study 

Campaign Date 
Intervention 

area 
n  

(sessions) 
Transport Modes 

n 
(transport modes) 

1 
28/08 
01/10 
2018 

Cable car zone 38 

Feeder Bus 45 

Regular bus 26 

Semi-formal vehicle 20 

Pedestrian mode 78 

2 
11/06 
13/11 
2019 

BRT system 60 BRT Buses 260 

3 
29/08 
12/12 
2019 

Cable car zone 38 

Feeder Bus 33 

Regular bus 24 

Semi-formal vehicle 18 

Pedestrian mode 68 

Cable car 16 

Total   136  588 

 

In the case of TransMiCable, measurements were performed before and after the 

implementation. The first campaign, before TransMiCable implementation, was made between 

August 29 and October 1, 2018. In this fieldwork, four microenvironments or transportation 

modes were measured in the cable car intervention zone. On vehicles of the main feeder line to 

the BRT system, a regular bus serving each area, a semi-formal public transport vehicle and 

pedestrian mode. After TransMiCable implementation, we measured between August 29 and 

December 12, 2019, and included measurements into cable car cabins. Measurements were 

made with Epiandes (Department of Epidemiology of the Universidad de los Andes) field 

assistants. Each session lasted 2.5 hours on average. However, the time in each mode of 

transport was different (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Boxplots time lasted in each transport mode 

 
Boxplots time lasted in each transport mode. The travel time in the feeder is shown in green (36.2 min), the SITP 

journey in blue (58.3 min), the informal vehicle in orange (62.3 min) and the TransMicable journey in pink (18.1 

min). 

The fieldwork in the BRT system buses and stations (Campaign 2) consisted of 60 monitoring 

sessions performed from June 11 to November 13, 2019 (Figure 3). On average, each 

monitoring session lasted 182 minutes (approximately 3 hours). Travel through the BRT 

system microenvironments were made at rush and valley hours. Each individual bus was 

identified through plate and code. This information was crossed against the detailed fleet 

characteristics database provided by Transmilenio SA; and each of the buses was associated 
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with the fuel used and their standard emission. In this search, 220 buses were detected to use 

Diesel (57 of them from the new low sulfur fuel fleet with Diesel Particulate Filter-DPF) and 

40  Compressed Natural Gas (CNG). 

The personal exposure monitoring campaigns included the measurement of fine Particulate 

Matter (PM2.5), Black Carbon Equivalent (eBC), Carbon Monoxide (CO), number and size of 

particles with portable sampling devices. Sample inlets were located in the breathing zone of 

the individuals carrying the devices. Additionally, measurements of physical activity and 

geolocation were carried out. The devices and methods used in this study closely follow the 

methodologies applied in previous studies (Morales Betancourt et al., 2017, 2019). The 

frequency of measurement across the lines was established by a multi-criteria evaluation 

(Supplementary Material). This evaluation included parameters such as the number of new 

buses per line, the density of the line, the people demand, and the number of routes at the 

origin and the time of the route per line. 

Figure 3. Sampling Frequency in BRT system 

 
BRT system sampling frequency. Sampling frequency in the BRT system (Lines) and sampling frequency of 

stations (Circles). The thickness of the line and the size of the circles is related to the sampling frequency. The 

triangles show the location of the 11 fixed monitoring sites of the air quality-monitoring network used in this study. 

2.2 Atmospheric pollutants measurement 
PM2.5 was measured with two real-time portable device called DustTrak 8530 and DRX 8533 

(TSI Inc. MN, USA). In this instrument, the aerosol sample is introduced into an optical 

chamber using a diaphragm pump. Part of the aerosol stream is divided before reaching the 

detection chamber, passes through a HEPA filter, and is injected back into the chamber around 

the inlet nozzle. The remaining flow, called the sample flow, passes through the inlet entering 

the detection chamber. A gold-coated spherical mirror captures a significant fraction of the 

light scattered by the particles and focuses it on a photodetector. The voltage across the 

photodetector is proportional to the mass concentration of the aerosol over a wide range of 

concentrations (TSI, 2012). 
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Black Carbon commonly refers to elemental carbon arranged in a disordered graphite crystal 

structure with some oxygen and hydrogen bonded to the structure (Meinrat O. Andreae, 

1995), in this case implies that this component is responsible for the absorption of visible light 

(M. O. Andreae & Gelencsér, 2006). In these campaigns measures were made with a 

MicroAethalometer AE51, a portable instrument that detects and quantifies the presence of 

Black Carbon (BC) aerosol by Aethalometry, which is, measuring the attenuation of a beam of 

light transmitted through aerosol particles that are collected continuously from the atmosphere 

in a filter. As the particles gradually accumulate, the attenuation (ATN) increases. This causes 

the sensitivity to decrease as the filter load increases (AethLabs, 2016). To correct this 

variation in the concentrations due to the decrease in the sensitivity of the instrument, the 

method implemented by (Virkkula et al., 2007) that calculates the concentration of eBC was 

used.  

Carbon monoxide was measured with a gas detector device, in the case of this specific 

pollutant, the DeltaOhm meter (HD37AB17D SICRAM probes) has an electrochemical cell 

with two reference electrodes used to detect the presence of carbon monoxide. The equipment, 

unlike the others, was not carried inside the luggage destined to transport the other devices 

but was held in the hand to have the electrochemical probe in the area of influence of the 

respiratory zone. 

Various pieces of equipment were used to measure the number of particles; one of them is the 

Optical Particle Sizer (OPS) model 3330. A lightweight and portable spectrometer provides a 

measurement of particle concentration and distribution particle size using individual particle 

counting technology. The OPS measures particles from 0.3 to 10 µm in 16 channels of user-

adjustable size. The equipment was deployed in stations and in-bus measurements using the 

same approach as with the other portable devices. 

To analyze the number of particles the Testo Diffusion Size Classifier was used, its name is 

DiSCmini, a portable particle counter that measures the number and average diameter of 

nanoparticles based on detecting the current transported by electrically charged aerosol 

particle. Positively charged air ions, generated by a corona discharge, mix with the aerosol. 

The charged particles are detected by electrometers arranged in two stages. In the first stage, 

the small, charged particles are preferably deposited by diffusion. Said particles are discharged, 

and the circulating current is measured. The rest of the particles reach a second stage, that of 

filtering, where the current of the outgoing charge is also measured. The relationship between 

both currents is the measure of the average particle size, which is determined during the 

calibration (Testo, 2016). 

The last equipment that analyzes the number of particles is the CPC (Condensation Particle 

Counter) that works by counting individual particles and generating a concentration of 

particles. The particles grow in favor of the vapor of a working fluid (generally butanol, 

isopropyl alcohol, or water) that condenses on the particles so that they grow in size and can 

be counted optically (TSI, 2014). 

2.3 Additional devices and tools 
In addition to the measured pollutants, the spatial location was recorded using a high-precision 

GPS. The physical activity data was measured using a GT3X Accelerometer and punctual 

records were recorded using a binnacle. 
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The equipment used to record the location has GPS and GLONASS dual satellite reception 

that accurately tracks and maintains the position, these equipment records the coordinates, 

other variables such as elevation, speed, and distance traveled in intervals of one (1) second. 

In the field, it is turned on simultaneously to all other equipment and is charged externally in 

such a way that it does not lose signal in the route of the stations and trunks.       

Accelerometers measure acceleration that can then be associated to Physical Activity of the 

person who is monitoring within transit lines and stations, this information will allow this 

physical activity to be related to the inhalation rate that is later included in the calculation of 

the potential inhaled dose of the different monitored contaminants. 

The binnacle is a system of registration of general and specific events that are carried out 

during the trip. 

2.4 Classification and regression trees 
A classification and regression tree (CART) is a term used to refer to decision tree algorithms 

that can be used for predictive modeling of classification or regression problems (Breiman et 

al., 1984). The CART algorithm provides a basis for important algorithms like bagged decision 

trees and random forests. 

It functions as a binary tree of algorithms and data structures; each root node represents a 

single input variable (x) and a division point on that variable (assuming the variable is 

numeric). Tree leaf nodes contain an output variable (y) that is used to make a prediction. For 

classification, the Gini index function is used which indicates how "pure" the leaf nodes are 

(how mixed the training data assigned to each node is). 

This algorithm has several advantages such as the ease of explaining the outputs, and also 

offers simple possibilities to work with qualitative predictors without the need to create dummy 

variables (Casella et al., 2013). Additionally, these types of models do not require previously 

required parameters (Normality, linearity, Heteroscedasticity, among others). The 

development of the classification model was carried out through the R Studio program with 

the packages "rpart" and "rpart.Plot”. 

2.5 Potential inhaled dose estimation and simulation 
We estimated the potential inhaled dose per minute in each microenvironment before and after 

the implementation of TransMiCable and BRT system renewal fleet. The mean potential 

inhaled dose for each microenvironment was estimated by combining the personal exposure 

data collected on the field campaigns and the accelerometry data that was then used to estimate 

inhalation rates. The mean daily potential inhaled dose for each modal share trip by 

location was estimated with a discrete-events simulation model. This analysis was done using 

the concentration data by mode and the activity levels associated with each microenvironment. 

The potential inhaled dose of PM2.5, eBC, and CO in the transport alternatives was calculated 

according to Equation 1 (Morales Betancourt et al., 2019). 

 
Equation 1. The potential inhaled dose estimated 

𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝
𝑗

= ∑ 𝐶𝑖
𝑗𝐼𝑅𝑖

𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝

𝑖𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝
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Where 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝
𝑗

is the potential dose of pollutant j in the trip (𝜇𝑔 min-1), 𝐶𝑖
𝑗 (𝜇𝑔 m-3) is the 

concentration in the microenvironment, and 𝐼𝑅𝑖 (m
3 min-1) is the rate of inhalation associated 

with activity level.  

We estimated the daily potential inhaled dose per each modal share before and after the 

implementation of TransMiCable and BRT system renewal fleet with a discrete-event 

simulation model. We evaluated the mean inhaled dose of air pollutants per commute time and 

day for different modal shares. Our model strategy simulates, for each microenvironment, 

commute times, and then calculates the potential inhaled dose of air pollutants based on those 

estimations. For each modal share, we estimated a probability density function for the average 

commute time of each modal share based on the TrUST (Urban Transformations and Health: 

The case of TransMiCable in Bogota) survey responses.  

Model parameters are the mean inhaled dose per minute for each pollutant, microenvironment, 

and location; mean basal and sleeping inhaled dose per minute; average trip time per modal 

share; the number of users per modal share, and percentage of modal share shift after the 

implementation of TransMiCable.   

  
Table 2. Parameters and Methodology used to determine Doses by population 

Parameter  Methodology  

Potential inhaled dose per minute in working 
and sleeping time                                                        

Estimated with  air quality network of Bogota 
(RMCAB)   

Average trip time per modal share  2019 mobility survey for Bogota (Secretaría de 
Movilidad, 2019) 

Length of each stage for each modal share   TrUST* Surveys  
Number of users per modal share  2019 mobility survey for Bogota (Secretaría de 

Movilidad, 2019) 

Percentage of modal share shift                        TrUST* Survey  

*TrUST: Urban Transformations and Health: The case of TransMiCable in Bogota 

We validated our travel time estimates by comparing them with the 2019 Bogota Mobility 

Survey. Based on the probability density functions, we simulated commute times and assigned 

a potential inhaled dose per air pollutant. The potential dose during the trip per modal share 

was complemented with an estimate of the dose the individual could inhale during the rest of 

the day, taking into account working and sleeping times. We assessed the difference in the 

daily potential inhaled dose and mean inhaled dose per modal share and microenvironment, 

before and after the intervention, using statistical methods. The simulation model was 

developed in SIMIO following the discrete-event simulation logic rules (Figure 4). The number 

of experiments was defined for a confidence interval at 95% per trip length. 

The model interface is made up of a source and a sink that create and destroy entities (system 

users) respectively. Servers are processed through which the entities must pass; in this case, 

the servers correspond to each of the transport modes. 
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Figure 4. SIMIO discrete simulation model interface 

 
SIMIO discrete simulation model interface. Elements within the discrete simulation model. The green rectangles 
represent the servers or modes of transport, the gray rectangles are the source and sink of the model, the colored 
triangles are the entities that simulate the population that travels through the servers. Each color represents a 
modal share in the simulation. 

 

To create a simulation model that represents how the people of Ciudad Bolívar move around 

the city we need: 

▪ Thirteen servers, all with infinite capacity, of which 6 are the modes of transport of a 

trip, 5 correspond to the walk before using those modes of transport, 1 of the walk 

after the last mode of transport used in the case that the last mode was not on foot, 

and 1 of the basal dose. 

▪ Five types of entities, corresponding to the five modal distributions used. Each entity, 

in turn, has six variables associated with the potential inhaled dose of the 3 pollutants 

taken into account (PM2.5, eBC, and CO), discriminating between the potential inhaled 

dose during the trip and the daily dose, a variable of travel time, and 2 auxiliary 

variables (Time of entry to the server and Time on the server). 

▪ One source, which represents the input to the system, that is, the start of the trip. 

▪ One sink, which represents the output of the system, that is, the completion of a 

commuter's trip. 

▪ One sequence table, where the servers through which an entity has to pass to follow a 

modal distribution are loaded. 

▪ Thirteen data tables, corresponding to the processing times of the 13 servers that 

represent modes of transport and walks. 

Even though in the mobility survey, there are 26 modal shares, for this study, we were 

interested in analyzing the five (5) distributions that included the evaluated modes and that 

are the most used (Table 3). 
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Table 3. Modal shares in one way  

Modal Share Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 

1 Walk Feeder Walk BRT Bus 
2 Walk Regular Bus Walk BRT Bus 
3 Walk Informal   
4 Walk Cable car Walk BRT Bus 
5 Walk    

 

To calculate the daily potential inhaled dose of the different pollutants, we assumed that the 

trip that is made is a round trip, so the value of the travel dose is multiplied by two. Besides, 

we assumed that a commuter sleeps on average 6.25 hours during which the person is exposed 

to the sleep dose (background concentrations). We further assumed that the individuals are 

exposed to the work concentrations for 8 hours and that during the remaining time of the day 

they are exposed to the work dose. 

To verify the model, we compared the means of the times estimated by the mobility survey of 

2019 and the means of travel time obtained by the model. We evaluated a trip on the 

distribution that includes a regular bus. The average time of this distribution is 86.76 minutes, 

and the model had as an output an average travel time of 86.7635 minutes (for an entity that 

follows this modal distribution). We were able to conclude that the model worked correctly, 

and it was not necessary to make changes in the technical formulation. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Personal Exposure 
In Bogota, 136 monitoring sessions were carried out between 2018 and 2019 that began 

before the start of the renewal of the fleet and the implementation of cable cars. Some of the 

information presented in this work was obtained from studies carried out by other group 

members during 2015(Morales Betancourt et al., 2017)), 2017 (Morales Betancourt et al., 

2019) and 2020. 

To analyze the data obtained, we divided the measurements into a baseline section and a 

follow-up section. The first of these refers to the time before the implementation of the cable 

car and the renewal of the fleet (studies from 2015 and 2017). The follow-up is the collection  

of the data once the cable car was implemented and the renewal entered into force, that is, 

campaigns 2 and 3. We observed very high concentrations of PM2.5 , eBC, CO, and UFP at the 

baseline inside BRT buses, feeders, regular buses and informal buses; and medium to moderate 

exposure in pedestrian mode (Figure 5). 

At this point, we have a first approach to show that for the case the motorized modes show 

concentrations of pollutants higher than the active mode, in this case, the pedestrian. This 

could be explained by the characteristics of the vehicles observed in the field. On the one hand, 

the BRT buses in 2015 and 2017 showed high pollution conditions inside with mean in-bus 

concentrations of 172 µg m-3, 83 µg m-3 , and 4.8 ppm for PM2.5, eBC and CO respectively. On 

the other hand, during the TransMiCable measurements, the feeder buses and regular buses 

the researchers reported a perception of a highly pollution environment while riding on them. 
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Figure 5. Boxplots by microenvironment Baseline 

 
Box-and-whisker plots by mode. Inside the BRT buses in 2015 and 2017 (red box), in the stations in 2015 and 

2017 (gray box), in the feeders at cable car zone (green box) inside regular buses at cable car zone (blue box), semi-

informal buses at cable car zone (orange box), and pedestrian mode (light blue box). (a) Average PM2.5 

concentrations in µg / m3, (b). Average concentrations of eBC in µg / m3, (c) Concentrations of CO in ppm.  

 

Similar relations across the concentration in feeders, regular and informal buses were observed 

between the first campaign and the third campaign. However, large reductions (p-value 

<0.05) in PM2.5, eBC, and CO are seen for the BRT bus mode and BRT stations, which may 

be associated with the fleet renewal process. In addition, the concentration within the cable 

cabins are not only the lowest of all modes but change significantly (p-value <0.05) from the 

other modes including pedestrian mode (Figure 6). Regarding cable car results we observed 

that exposure in the conventional modes of transport are similar, nevertheless PM2.5 and eBC 

in cable car mode is significantly less (p-value<0.05) than other modes. It is even less than 

background concentrations and thirty (30) micrograms per cubic meter less than feeder BRT 

to PM2.5 and twelve (12) micrograms less to eBC. 

 

(a.) 

(b.) 

(c.) 
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Figure 6. Boxplots by microenvironment Follow-up 

 
Box-and-whisker plots by mode. Inside the BRT buses in 2019 (red box), at the stations in 2019 (gray box), in the 

feeders at the cable car zone 2019 (green box) inside regular buses at the cable car zone 2019 (blue box), informal 

buses at the cable car zone 2019 (orange box), and pedestrian mode (light blue box). In the dotted line, the boxes 

of the baseline are shown. (a) Average PM2.5 concentrations in µg / m3, (b). Average concentrations of eBC in µg 

/ m3, (c) Concentrations of CO in ppm.  

Reductions are observed in BRT bus and stations. These reductions may be associated with 

the urban transformations mentioned in this study. Positive correlations are observed among 

the different pollutants. This correlation explains an association between personal exposure 

and the pollution emitted by the vehicle. Additionally, different trends are observed in 

concentrations per microenvironment. Evidence of the above is the specific time series of the 

monitoring days (Supplementary Material). An example is seen in the time series of July 22, 

2019, a BRT bus travels through different lines and approaches different buses. 

Concentrations increase when entering a cars mode (Figure 8). There are indications as well 

those different service lines have different pollutant concentration levels. 

 

(a.) 

(b.) 

(c.) 
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Figure 7. Personal exposure to PM2.5 July 22 of 2019 in BRT system 

 
Space-time series of a monitoring carried out in the Transmilenio system on July 22, 2019. Colors represent the 

concentration of PM2.5 in the trip. Reddest colors are the highest concentrations, and the yellow colors the lowest 

concentrations. (a) Spatial travel of a field auxiliary. The trip begins at the Andes University and ends at the city's 

South Portal. (b.) Time series of the route. The dotted lines represent the line change.  

On this specific sampling day (July 22,2019), a trip was made through lines Eje Ambiental 

Street (J), Americas Avenue (F), Central NQS Avenue (E), and South NQS (E). There seems 

to be a strong influence from traffic on the concentration to which the travelers are exposed. 

Higher concentrations are observed in the southern zone of the route. Exposures to eBC, PM2.5, 

and CO for BRT bus mode are higher than station microenviroment (Figure 8). On average, 

the BRT system has higher concentrations than the pedestrian or intramural mode. 

Additionally, correlations between pollutants are seen. 

Figure 8. Temporal series by microenvironment type 

 
Temporal series in the Transmilenio system on July 22, 2019. The moments in which the microenvironment 

corresponds to the Transmilenio are observed in red, in gray the station mode of the BRT system, in white when 

(a.) 

(b.) 

 

(a.) 

(b.) 

(c.) 
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people in the field are walking or at the University of the Andes. Dotted lines represent changes in trunks or modes. 

(a). PM2.5 (µg / m3), (b). eBC (µg / m3), (c) CO (ppm). 

 

After processing the data following the stipulated protocol, PM2.5, eBC, CO, and UFP averages 

were determined, registered within the 260 BRT buses sampled in this project. These values 

were compared with previous studies carried out in 2015 and 2017; additionally, they are 

compared with data taken this year 2020 (Figure 9).  

The data obtained in 2020 have been collected with the same methodology presented in this 

study. Here I present the analysis of the information obtained between September 16 and 

October 26, 2020 (post-quarantine period). On those dates, 141 buses and 151 stations were 

monitored. 

Figure 9. Reduction in concentrations compared to previous studies 

 

Average personal exposure inside buses. The study by Morales et. al., 2017 (Study 2015) (Light gray bar), in 

Morales et. to the. 2019 called Study 2017 (dark gray bar), the study of the present project (dark blue bar), and 

2020 measurements (light blue bar). (a). Average concentrations of PM2.5 (µg / m3) (b). Soot or eBC (µg / m3) (c) 

CO in ppm, and (d.) Ultrafine Particles in # / cm3. In 2015, no CO measurements were made, and in 2017, no 

UFP data were recorded. 

 

Higher concentrations of PM2.5 and eBC are observed in the old buses monitored in this study 

with respect to the new buses that are part of the renovation carried out. The lines in which 

this change is most substantially evident are the lines of Suba Avenue and 80th Street. Carbon 

monoxide also tends to decrease, but its change is not as large as observed for particulate 

matter. Very significant reductions (p-value<0.05) are observed between the concentrations 

observed in the studies of 2015 and 2017 and the measurements carried out in this project 

and 2020. With values up to 80% reduction for pollutants.  
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Figure 10. Mean concentrations of pollutants inside the buses by line 

 
Average concentrations of pollutants inside the buses by line. Gray bars represent old vehicles monitored in 2019 

and blue bars, new vehicles monitored in 2019. Only the lines with the highest number of monitored buses are 

included. (a) Average PM2.5 concentrations in µg/m3, (b). Average concentrations of eBC in µg/m3, (c) 

Concentrations of CO in ppm. (d) Ultrafine Particles in # of particles / cm3. 

 

The DiscMini measures in the range of 10 to 300 nanometers. This means that its detection 

range observes the particles in the nucleation mode and the accumulation mode as well. That 

is why when we are in a combustion environment it is likely that the detected particles refer 

to these aerosol modes. These ultrafine particles tend to coagulate rapidly onto larger particles, 

or when semi-volatile, to condense over available aerosol surfaces. Additionally, it is observed 

that the difference between the number of particles in new and old buses is not significant (p-

value >0.05) for all lines except Central Caracas Avenue, 80th Street, and South NQS Avenue.  

After conducting a preliminary analysis of the variables studied, it was possible to identify 

some changes in personal exposure and possible variables that could partially explain those 

changes. To evaluate the possible influences that these conditions have on exposure, binary 

classification trees were analyzed which are quite appropriate for this process. On the one 

hand, the study presents a complex data set with a significant number of discrete and 

continuous variables; the concentrations of PM2.5, eBC, CO, and number of particles for the 

particular cases do not comply with parameters of normality, linearity, heteroscedasticity, 

among others. In addition, the evidence is observed on some variables that could influence 

exposure. These variables are the change in the microenvironment, line, or type of vehicle 

approached that could be explained through this classification.  
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For this classification analysis, three classification trees were built. The first one studies the 

interaction of the eBC with the variables measured in the cable's intervention area. The second 

classifies the variables studied only in the BRT system (campaign 3). Finally, a preliminary 

analysis of data taken this year was carried out in which it is intended to identify the interaction 

of extremely low concentrations of eBC with environmental conditions. 

3.1.1 Classification Tree for the Cable Car Zone 
In the case of the TransMicable, we analyzed the possible relationship between observed 

changes in the exposure of eBC and the many variables collected during the fieldwork (Table 

4). For this analysis, there were 15,816 data points corresponding to 10-second mean 

concentrations for the 76 monitoring sessions carried out. However, to implement the 

methodology it is necessary to use a training data set to generate the classification model (70% 

of the data) and a test set to verify the effectiveness of this model. In our application of CART, 

the goal is to determine which variables can be used to separate eBC exposure into categories 

(i.e., low vs high exposure for instance). For this reason, it is necessary to transform the 

independent variable (eBC) as a categorical variable. To do so, we mapped the eBC 

concentration data into five quintiles. The defining points for the quintiles for the data set are 

8.5, 14.9, 20.2, and 35.5 µg m-3 of Black Carbon. 

Table 4. Explanatory variables 

Variable Weight in CART 

Microenvironment 97.2 
Ventilation 2.8 

 

After dividing the response variable categorically, the classification model is evaluated by 

comparing the training and test data, where a prediction percentage close to 30% is obtained. 

In general, the classification trees tend to become saturated in the presence of many variables, 

which means that there may be an excessive adjustment, for this reason it is necessary to 

“prune the tree” through the reduction of the cross-validation error. This means that the 

number of nodes is decreased when a positive error variance is found (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Relative error concerning the complexity of the model: Cable car case 

 

We observe that the relative error does not increase with respect to the size of the resulting 

tree that contains three nodes, so it is not necessary to cut it out. To visualize the most 

appropriate tree classification that resulted from the application of CART, Figure 12 is 
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constructed, which shows the main nodes that develop from the associated microenvironment 

as the main variable, so for this particular case the microenvironment is the most relevant 

variable that classifies the eBC. 

Figure 12. Classification tree for eBC in the cable car case via CART 

 
Classification tree for eBC cable car case. Three terminal classification nodes are observed, segregated by the 

microenvironment in which the equipment is located, within each histogram are the number of data and the average 

concentration of eBC in µg / m3. The data have a logarithmic distribution. 

 

As the result of the classification process, it becomes clear that the specific microenvironment 

is perhaps the variable that is modifying the exposure more directly. If the commuter is walking 

or inside the cable, the person is exposed to the lowest concentrations observed (11.1 µg/m3). 

Alternatively, if it is in informal vehicles or the BRT terminal station, it is exposed to 

concentrations close to the average of all measurements (22.6 µg/m3). The most polluted 

conditions are observed when the traveler is in the feeders or Zonal SITP. 

The classification tree is a good indicator of what was observed in the field and of what was 

spatially analyzed in this study area. To verify this, the concentrations in all the routes of 

Ciudad Bolívar interpolated with a 300-meter buffer are illustrated (Figure 13) 
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Figure 13. Spatial distribution of eBC concentrations in the cable car 

 

Spatial distribution of eBC, TransMicable case. The concentrations of eBC are observed in µg/m3, the lighter colors 

represent the lowest exposure and the redder colors represent the highest. 

We show that the route carried out by the cable is the one with the lowest concentrations 

contrasted by the routes of the feeder and the regular bus with a significant accentuation near 

the only main road traveled (Boyacá Avenue) observed in the city’s northeastern.  

3.1.2 Classification Tree for the BRT System 2019 
As for the TransMicable case, we wanted to analyze the change in the eBC exposure with 

respect to the change of mode in the routes and the presented conditions noted in the binnacle. 

For this, there were 62,866 data composed of the concentrations every 10 seconds of the 60 

monitoring sessions carried out. As the tree is a classification tree, it is necessary to introduce 

the independent variable (eBC) categorically, as was done previously for the cable data, so it 

is divided into five quintiles with the same number of data. The defining points for the quintiles 

for the data set are 4.7, 11.9, 22.9, and 45.2 µg m-3 of eBC 

After dividing the response variable categorically, the classification model is evaluated by 

comparing the training and test data set, where a prediction percentage close to 40% was 

obtained. The tree is pruned following the same criteria mentioned above. 
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Figure 14. Relative error concerning the complexity of the model: BRT system case 2019 

 

We saw that the relative error does not increase concerning the size of the resulting tree that 

contains four (4) nodes, so it is not necessary to cut it, to visualize the classification of the 

most appropriate tree. Figure 15 shows the main nodes that are developed from three of the 

main classified variables; however, there are major others that are considered as the conditions 

that could influence the change in exposure (Table 5). 

Table 5. Explanatory variables 

Variable Weight in CART 

Microenvironment 78.5 
Line 13.7 
Kilometres  4.0 
Technology 3.8 

 

As expected after what was observed in the field and the concentrations, the factors that 

control the exposure are the microenvironment in which the commuter is, that is, if he is inside 

BRT buses, a station, the portal, on the street, or in an intramural space, the line of the system 

and the age of the vehicle. 
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Figure 15. Classification tree for eBC in the BRT System 2019 case via CART 

 

Classification tree for eBC BRT System 2019 case. Four classification terminal nodes are observed, segregated by 

the microenvironment in which the equipment is located and the mileage of the vehicle approached, within each 

histogram are the number of data and the average concentration of eBC in µg / m3. The data have a logarithmic 

distribution. 

 

In this way, if the commuter is walking, in an intramural space or inside a portal, he will be 

exposed to the lowest concentrations observed (8.5 µg / m3). On the contrary, if he is in the 

BRT system (stations or buses) it is necessary to think about which line develops the trip. If 

this is the Central Caracas or the South Caracas, the traveler will be exposed to higher 

concentrations of eBC observed (55.6 µg / m3). If it is in any other line different from these, 

your exposure will depend on the mileage traveled by bus. If it has traveled more than 682,000 

kilometers, the concentration of eBC will be around 54.8 µg / m3, if the mileage is lower, the 

exposure will be similar to that observed. In the average of all data (30.0 µg / m3). 

The tree is an indicator of what was observed in the field and what was spatially analyzed in 

this study area, to verify it, the average concentrations per line within the BRT system are 

illustrated. 
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Figure 16. Spatial distribution of eBC concentrations in the BRT System 2019 

 

Spatial distribution of eBC BRT system 2019 case. The concentrations of eBC are observed in µg / m3, the lighter 

colors represent the lowest exposure and the redder colors represent the highest. 

As well represented by the tree, higher concentrations of eBC are observed in the Central 

Caracas and South NQS lines, which also coincide with high and medium prioritization lines 

respectively, selected in the methodology of the present study. 

3.1.3 Classification Tree for BRT System 2020 
We observe significantly lower concentrations in 2020 compared to previous years. For this 

reason, we wanted to preliminary explore the dependence of variables that explain the eBC at 

this time, and we generate classification trees for the 2020 data independently. 

For this case, there were 26,830 data points of the concentrations every 10 seconds of the 60 

monitoring sessions carried out. We introduced the independent variable (eBC) categorically, 

as was done previously for the cable data, so it is divided into five quintiles with the same 

number of data. After dividing the response variable categorically, the classification model is 

evaluated by comparing the training and test data set, where a prediction percentage close to 

31% is obtained. The tree is pruned following the same criteria mentioned above. We observe 

that the relative error does not increase with respect to the size of the resulting tree that 

contains three nodes, so it is not necessary to cut it out (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17. Relative error concerning the complexity of the model: BRT system case 2020 
 

 

The relative error shows, as in the other cases, that the size of the tree explains the independent 

variable well. In this case, we observe that not only the microenvironment is important 

anymore (Table 6). The background PM2.5 concentrations of the Bogota air quality-monitoring 

become the most relevant variable that is included in the development of the tree. 

Table 6. Explanatory variables 

Variable Weight in CART 

RMCAB PM2.5 40 
Microenvironment 37 
Line 17 
People Flow 3.6 

 

In addition to the background concentrations of PM2.5, we observe that the flow of people is 

also important, however, the microenvironment and the line of the system are still relevant in 

the explanation of the eBC. The tree built below has the same color scale as the tree of the 

BRT system in 2019, so a substantial reduction can be observed in the explanation of the 

personal exposure to which travelers are exposed in Bogota. 
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Figure 18. Classification tree for eBC in the BRT System 2020 case via CART 

 

Classification tree for eBC BRT System 2020 case. Four terminal classification nodes are observed, segregated by 

the microenvironment in which the equipment is located, the line and background concentrations. Within each 

histogram are the number of data and the average concentration of eBC in µg / m3. The data have a logarithmic 

distribution. 

 

If the commuter is walking, in an intramural space or inside a station (Different from the trend 

of 2019), he will be exposed to lower concentrations than other microenvironments 

(7.6µg/m3). In addition, if the commuter is in any of these microenvironments and the PM2.5 

background concentrations are less than 15 µg/m3 his exposure will be the lowest. On the 

contrary, if he is in the BRT buses, it is necessary to think about which line develops your trip. 

If he is in the north and west lines the traveler will be exposed to medium concentrations of 

eBC observed (11.5 µg/m3). If it is in any other line different from those, your exposure will 

be the highest (19.1 µg/m3). However, the magnitudes in this tree are lower than those 

previously. To see it a little better in Figure 18 the two trees are seen in parallel. 
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Figure 19. Classification tree for eBC in the BRT System 2019 and 2020 

 

3.2 Estimated Potential Inhaled Dose 
With the concentration levels observed in this study, the potential inhaled dose was calculated 

as mentioned in the methodology. Since it was only intended to see its trend in specific modes 

of transport, it was multiplied by the average travel time in the monitoring. Thus, obtaining 

the potential inhaled dose per trip (µg/trip). The equation used was the following: 

𝐷𝑖 
𝑗

= ∑ 𝐶𝑖
𝑗𝐼𝑅𝑖𝑡𝑖 

𝑛 𝑚𝑒

𝑖𝜖𝑚𝑒

  

Where 𝐷𝑖
𝑗
is the potential dose of pollutant j in each microenvironment (me) i (𝜇𝑔 me-1), 𝐶𝑖

𝑗 

(𝜇𝑔 m-3) is the concentration in the microenvironment  𝑖 , 𝐼𝑅𝑖 (m
3 min-1) is the rate of inhalation 

associated with activity level, and 𝑡 is the time spent in each microenvironment. 

The potential inhaled dose was significantly lower in the follow-up for BRT buses, which is 

logical with the renewal carried out. However, for the conventional modes of the cable car area 

the doses tended to increase (Figure 20). This may be due to an increase in travel times, 

because the observed concentrations did not change radically through time for these modes. In 

the case of the cable, there is only an estimate in the follow-up because it was not built yet 

when the baseline data was collected. 
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Figure 20. Potential inhaled dose estimated by microenvironment type baseline and follow-up. 

 
Potential inhaled dose estimated by microenvironment. Gray bars are the baseline and follow-up blue bars in 

logarithmic scale. (a). PM2.5 (µg/trip), (b). eBC (µg/trip), (c) CO (µg/trip). 

 

We saw potential inhaled doses of pedestrians similar to those of motorized modes; this pattern 

is explained because the inhalation rates of a walker are higher than other modes (person riding 

a feeder bus, a regular bus, or an informal). The highest potential dose after those of the BRT 

system buses are those of regular buses with averages for follow-up of 86 µg/trip for PM2.5, 

27 µg/trip for eBC, and 2x103 µg/trip for CO. 

3.3 Simulated Potential Inhaled Dose  
After running the simulation model as described in Section 2.5, the modal shares of interest 

mentioned in the methodology were selected. In general, doses were found that corresponded 

to the logic of the modes of transport characterized. The lowest doses were found in the 

distributions where the cable was included with daily averages of 75.3 µg/day. The highest 

doses were seen in the modal split that included the regular bus and the BRT bus and the 

feeder bus (152.3 µg/day in mean). These doses represent the daily doses at the population 

level of the area of influence of the cable, for which information was available on all modes of 

transport for this area. 

 

 

(a.) 

(b.) 

(c.) 
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Figure 21. Inhaled dose simulated by modal shares 

 

It was found that the most comparable modal shares are the feeder with the BRT bus and the 

cable with the BRT bus because the feeder and the cable car function as an initial stage of a 

recurring trip. The same happens with the regular bus and the cable. However, as can be seen 

in Figure 22, this modal share is only preferred by 1.3% of the people in the area. 

Figure 22. Daily inhaled dose of PM2.5 simulated by modal share 

 
Daily inhaled dose of PM2.5 simulated by modal share. Each bar represents a modal distribution. The blue or red 

color represents the inhaled dose during the trip and in gray dose during the rest of the day. The percentage 

reductions refer to the reduction in the dose for the mode change in the first stage. The blue bars represent 

conventional initial modes, and the red bars represent modes that include the cable. 

 

After obtaining the simulated daily doses, the dose was evaluated in a modal share that had 

the concentrations of the old BRT buses and one that included the new buses. A modeling 

scenario was generated in which the average route, at the population level, of a person who 

walks, waits, then goes to the feeder, then walks again and waits at a stop, and then takes a 

BRT bus to later go to work or destination (Figure 23). This was compared with the same 

route but instead of using the feeder, the person moved by cable car (Figure 24). 

Significant reductions of around 50% were observed in the dose per minute received by the 

traveler, additionally, the travel times were shorter. 

50 75 100 125 150 175 200

Feeder-Regular Bus

Feeder-BRT Bus

Regular Bus-BRT
Bus

Cable-Regular Bus

Cable-BRT Bus

PM2.5 Inhaled Dose Simulated (µg dia-1)
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Figure 23. Inhaled doses in two modal shares without renewal fleet   

 
Inhaled doses in two modal shares without renewal fleet. The horizontal axis represents the elapsed time in minutes 

and the vertical axes show the dose per minute in each of the modes that make up the modal share. (a). Feeder-Bus 

BRT modal share without renewal. (b). Cable car-Bus BRT modal share without renewal 

 

We were able to show that the inhaled dose in the trip is substantially reduced if the cable car 
is chosen as the means of transport in stage 1. While the modal distribution that includes the 
feeder takes 156 minutes, the modal distribution with the cable car requires 120 minutes. 
Besides, the inhaled dose in the feeder is higher than in the cable car. Both modal shares receive 
the highest percentage of the dose inside the BRT bus without renewal, which is why the same 
scenario is generated but now including the buses that are part of the renewal. 
 

Figure 24. Inhaled doses in two modal shares with renewal fleet    

 
Inhaled doses in two modal shares with renewal fleet. The horizontal axis represents the elapsed time in minutes 

and the vertical axes show the dose per minute in each of the modes that make up the modal share. (a). Feeder-Bus 

BRT modal share with renewal. (b). Cable car-Bus BRT modal share with renewal 

(a.) 

(b.) 

(a.) 

(b.) 
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The conditions of doses to atmospheric pollutants to which people are exposed change 

dramatically according to the chosen mode of transport. Time and dose per minute are 

significantly reduced (p-value < 0.05) when new buses are included in the simulation scenario. 

4 Conclusions 

Personal exposure measurements were carried out before, during, and after the 

implementation of urban transformations in different modes of transport reported in this work. 

These measurements demonstrate the significant effect of the fleet renewal process of the BRT 

system and the implementation of TransMiCable, on reducing exposure to air pollutants. 

Lower concentrations were observed for PM2.5, eBC, and CO in the cable car compared to 

transport modes such as feeder, regular buses, or informal vehicles. The differences represent 

3 times the exposure of PM2.5, 4 times for eBC, and 6 times for CO for the traveler compared 

to motorized modes. 

Additionally, shorter travel times are observed in the cable-car compared to the other modes 

of transport. Such travel-time reduction, together with the much lower exposure concentration 

explains the low potential inhaled doses obtained for those who use the cable within their modal 

preferences. 

A significant difference (p-value <0.05) is also observed in the concentration observed inside 

the cabins of the new BRT buses (those belonging to the renovation) and of the old buses 

(those buses that are not part of the new fleet). 57% lower concentrations are observed in 

buses of the new fleet for PM2.5 and 58% lower for eBC. If the analyzed measurements of 2020 

are considered, there is up to an 80% reduction in exposure. 

The results of the measurements inside microenvironments of the BRT system buses show a 

significant reduction in the mass of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) observed in stations and 

buses. When compared with that reported in previous studies, there is a 48% reduction in 

average concentration. The concentration of eBC in the same environments shows a reduction 

similar to PM2.5. For eBC, the reduction observed between the previous studies and the current 

project is 50%.  

Similar results are observed when the measurements are discriminated by the specific lines 

through which the buses circulate. This suggests that removing the older buses, those with 

emission standards EURO II, EURO III, and EURO IV, caused a significant reduction in the 

generation of particulate matter and this reduction in emissions contributes significantly to 

reducing concentration inside buses that circulate on these lines (whether new or old), and to 

reduce the concentration at the stations throughout the system. 

The results of this study show that inside new buses, PM2.5, and eBC concentrations are, on 

average, 33% lower than in old buses that are still running. This may be mainly due to two 

reasons: that the corridors in which new buses were monitored have a greater presence of new 

buses (and, therefore, lower emissions), or, that new buses also present lower levels of self-

pollution 

Regarding the analysis of the variables that could control the exposure, it is evident that the 

concentrations of eBC are conditioned by the microenvironment in which the traveler is 

located. This is based on field observations, spatial analysis, and what the results of the 
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binomial tree classification shows. In the case of the cable car, much smaller exposure groups 

are observed for the modes, walk, and cable compared to the portal and informal vehicles. Even 

higher exposures are observed for the feeder and zonal SITP modes. 

Regarding the conditions of the BRT system, not only is the microenvironment influencing, 

but also the traveling line affects the exposure of eBC. The most polluted lines are Central 

Caracas Avenue and NQS South Avenue. The age of the vehicle measured in mileage also has 

an effect on the concentration experienced. Vehicles that have traveled more than 682,000 

kilometers have higher exposure conditions than newer vehicles. 

In less-polluted conditions, personal exposure to eBC can be more significantly influenced by 

background concentrations. In our observations, we see this type of impact during the 2020 

measurements in the BRT system. Concentrations below 15 µg / m3 of PM2.5 reported in the 

monitoring network were associated with lower in-bus eBC exposure. Other variables that 

influenced the concentration of soot in the system are the microenvironment (station vs 

terminal station vs bus) and the line the commuter is traveling on. 

Inhaled doses at the population level showed that the chosen modal distribution has an 

important inference on the daily dose. Trips that include the feeder and the regular bus show 

higher doses than modal ones that include the cable. 

The simulation model was validated with the times reported by the 2019 mobility survey. The 

results suggest that the population benefits from the introduction of the cable car and the 

renewal of the fleet. Daily inhaled doses decrease as the transport system is cleaner 

All of the above suggests that there are positive changes when implementing urban 

interventions both in alternative modes of transport and renewal of the vehicle fleet. The 

incorporation of sustainable modes of transport to the urban environment, such as electric 

vehicles and the implementation of more overhead cables, are positive actions. These should 

be addressed in policy documents such as the city's development plan and the new ten-year 

plan. 
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6 Supplementary Material 

6.1 Temporal Series of other modes of transport 
 

Figure 25. Temporal Serie Feeder BRT/Ciudad Bolívar/October 1, 2018 

 
Time series of a monitoring carried out in Ciudad Bolívar on October 1, 2018. The moments in which the 
microenvironment corresponded to the feeder are observed in green and in gray when people in the field were doing 
a walk in white the position in the Tunal portal. 
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Figure 26. Temporal Serie Regular Bus/Ciudad Bolívar/September 25, 2018 

 
 

Time series of a monitoring carried out in Ciudad Bolívar. The moments in which the microenvironment 
corresponded to the regular bus are observed in blue and in gray when people in the field were doing a walk in 
white the position in the Tunal portal. 
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Figure 27. Temporal Series Feeder-Informal Bus/Ciudad Bolivar/September 14, 2018 

 
 

Time series of a monitoring carried out in Ciudad Bolívar. The moments in which the microenvironment 

corresponded to the feeder are observed in green, regular bus in orange and in gray when people in the field were 

doing a walk in white the position in the Tunal portal. 
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Figure 28. Temporal Series cable car/Ciudad Bolivar/September 12, 2019 

 
Time series of a monitoring carried out in Ciudad Bolívar. The moments in which the microenvironment 
corresponded to the cable car are observed in red and in gray when people in the field were doing a walk in white 
the position in the Tunal portal. 
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7 Multicriterial evaluation 

Different criteria are taken into account to which a re-relevance is assigned (table xx). 

Criteria Weight* 

Number of new buses 6 

Phase 5 

Transit by line 4 

Demand 3 

Number of routes in origin 2 

Transit time 1 
* The relevance of the criteria is established on a scale from one (1) to six (6), with 6 being the most relevant 

criterion within the selection and 1 the least relevant 

Figure 29. Prioritization of lines to monitor 

 

 


